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The United States of America spends something like $80 billion annually on intelligence
gathering and analysis. When the CIA was founded by the National Security Act in 1947 the
intention was to create a mechanism that would warn about an imminent threat.  The
memory of Pearl Harbor in 1941, when Japan attacked the U.S. naval base was still fresh,
and the legislation was popularized by the slogan “no more Pearl Harbors.”

In spite of the dedication of considerable resources and manpower, there have been some
major intelligence failures in the past seventy years, starting with the inability to anticipate
the breakout of the Korean War and including the embrace of false intelligence on Saddam
Hussein’s alleged weapons of mass destruction. But the most recent failure is perhaps more
consequential than either Korea or Iraq.

On March 1st, Russian President Vladimir Putin spoke before his country’s Federal Assembly
plus a large group of both local and foreign journalists, outlining his plans for the economy
and also dealing with other domestic issues should he be reelected later this month. The
final  third  of  the  presentation  was  on  national  defense  and,  in  its  substance,  was  clearly
directed at a global audience, particularly the United States.

He explained

“During all  these years since the unilateral  U.S.  withdrawal  from the ABM
Treaty [in 2001] we have been working intensively on advanced equipment
and arms, which allowed us to make a breakthrough in developing new models
of strategic weapons.”

He was referring to the RS-28 Sarmat ballistic missile, which has almost unlimited range and
ultra-high speed, enabling it to employ trajectories including strikes coming over the South
Pole  that  can  defeat  existing  American  Anti-Ballistic  Defense  systems.  Russia  has
also produced and deployed a hypersonic glider weapon system Avangard.

But the real game changer is the Russian ability to negate America’s ability to project power
through its navy. The already deployed air-launched Kinzhal anti-ship missile has a range of
2000 kilometers and a hyper-sonic speed that makes it nearly impossible to intercept. The
development has made America’s thirteen aircraft carrier groups obsolete. President Putin
made clear that Russia now has an overwhelming military advantage in cruise and ballistic
missiles that are capable of penetrating U.S. defenses.
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The new reality may or may not impel policymakers in Washington to approach Moscow and
seek a new round of negotiations for arms control, but the real shock deriving from the Putin
announcement is the failure of the intelligence community to anticipate the developments
and  advise  their  significance.  Some  of  the  new  systems  were  hardly  secret,  with
development of the Sarmat, for example, known to western governments for a number of
years.

There will no doubt be a blame game in Washington over the inability to learn of Russia’s
arms programs, but the questions that probably will not be asked relates to the intelligence
agencies themselves and their capabilities, or lack thereof. It is no secret that organizations
like the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) have seen their basic missions change since 2001.
An  organization  that  used  to  pride  itself  on  its  ability  to  conduct  classic  espionage
operations involving recruiting and running spies suddenly heard from policymakers that
those skills were no longer in demand. Many officers who were made redundant or forced to
retire  were  precisely  those  individuals  who had cut  their  teeth  on  running  operations
directed against the old Soviet Union. They had the language and cultural skills necessary to
collect information on Russia. With their departure, those capabilities also largely vanished.

Instead of spying, American intelligence agencies working mostly against what was broadly
described as “terrorism,” used technology to locate potential targets and kill them. The
CIA’s Clandestine Services, once the haven of its spies, became under President Barack
Obama, a largely paramilitary operation focused on military solutions rather than espionage.
This  process  was  accelerated  under  Obama’s  CIA  Director  John  Brennan,  who  worked
assiduously  to  reduce  the  influence  of  the  former  spies  within  the  Agency.  Brennan
reportedly had once wanted to become a spy but was kicked out of the training program as
“unsuitable.”

So, has America learned that its intelligence agencies are doing all the wrong things and
that  the  national  defense  strategy  is  unsustainable  because  the  Russian-American
relationship is now on a new footing? Possibly, but it is perhaps more likely that Washington
will avoid asking the hard questions.
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